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A R T I C L E  I N F O                              
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Coronaviruses are enveloped single-stranded RNA viruses that 
are zoonotic in nature. Coronavirus shows a variety of 
symptoms ranging from those similar to the common cold to 
more severe respiratory, enteric, hepatic and neurological 
symptoms [1]. There are 6 known strains of Coronavi
human other than SARSCoV-2. In the last two decades, 
Coronavirus has caused two large scale pandemics
MERS [2]. 
 

Wuhan City, Hubei Province, China, reported first 4 cases of 
acute respiratory syndrome of unknown etiology It appears 
that most of the early cases had some sort of contact history 
with a seafood market[1]. Soon, a secondary route of 
transmission was found to be via human
contact. The World Health Organization (WHO) announced 
the official name of the 2019 novel coronavirus as coronavirus 
disease - COVID-19[3].  
 

The current reference name for the virus is Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome Corona Virus-2 (SARS
declared as a pandemic on 11 March 2020, with global spread 
affecting 5, 97,283 individuals with 27,365 deaths at the time 
of writing.  
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                             A B S T R A C T  
 

The outbreak and diffusion of SARS-CoV-2, responsible for the 
(COVID-19), has caused an emergency in the health system worldwide. After a first 
development in Wuhan, China, the virus spread in other countries, with Italy registering the 
second highest number of cases in Europe on the 7th of April 
World Health Organization declared the pandemic diffusion of COVID
measures to limit contagion have been taken in several countries. The virus has a 
predominantly respiratory transmission through aerosol and
infection control is therefore crucial in limiting the effects of virus diffusion. We aim to 
discuss the risks related to dental practice and current recommendations for dental 
practitioners. A literature search was performed to retrieve articles on the management of 
COVID-19 diffusion in dental practice. COVID-19 is a major emergency worldwide, 
which should not be underestimated. Due to the rapidly evolving situation, further 
assessment of the implications of COVID-19 outbreak in dental practice is needed.
 
 

  
 
 
 

stranded RNA viruses that 
are zoonotic in nature. Coronavirus shows a variety of 
symptoms ranging from those similar to the common cold to 
more severe respiratory, enteric, hepatic and neurological 
symptoms [1]. There are 6 known strains of Coronavirus in 

2. In the last two decades, 
Coronavirus has caused two large scale pandemics- SARS and 

Wuhan City, Hubei Province, China, reported first 4 cases of 
acute respiratory syndrome of unknown etiology It appears 

st of the early cases had some sort of contact history 
with a seafood market[1]. Soon, a secondary route of 
transmission was found to be via human-to-human close 
contact. The World Health Organization (WHO) announced 

onavirus as coronavirus 

The current reference name for the virus is Severe Acute 
2 (SARS-CoV-2). It was 

declared as a pandemic on 11 March 2020, with global spread 
ith 27,365 deaths at the time 

Virus has also been isolated from saliva of infected patients.  
Saliva can play a pivotal role in the 
transmission. Dental Healthcare Professionals who perform 
aerosol generating procedures are thus at a higher risk.
 

  

“Transmission routes of 2019
practice” – Peng et al. 2020 
 

The setting of dental clinics and dental treatment are such that 
the risk of cross infection between patient and dental 
practitioners is very high. For dental practices and hospitals all 
over the world, strict and effective infection control protocols 
are urgently needed. Due to the unique characteristics of dental 
procedures where a large number of droplets and aerosols 
could be generated, the standard protective measures in daily 
clinical work are not effective enough to prevent the spread of 
COVID-19, especially when patients are in the incubation 
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2, responsible for the coronavirus disease 
19), has caused an emergency in the health system worldwide. After a first 

development in Wuhan, China, the virus spread in other countries, with Italy registering the 
second highest number of cases in Europe on the 7th of April 2020 (135,586 in total). The 
World Health Organization declared the pandemic diffusion of COVID-19, and restrictive 
measures to limit contagion have been taken in several countries. The virus has a 
predominantly respiratory transmission through aerosol and droplets. The importance of 
infection control is therefore crucial in limiting the effects of virus diffusion. We aim to 
discuss the risks related to dental practice and current recommendations for dental 

o retrieve articles on the management of 
19 is a major emergency worldwide, 

which should not be underestimated. Due to the rapidly evolving situation, further 
in dental practice is needed. 

Virus has also been isolated from saliva of infected patients.  
Saliva can play a pivotal role in the human-to-human 

Dental Healthcare Professionals who perform 
aerosol generating procedures are thus at a higher risk. 

 

“Transmission routes of 2019-nCoV and controls in dental 

The setting of dental clinics and dental treatment are such that 
the risk of cross infection between patient and dental 
practitioners is very high. For dental practices and hospitals all 
over the world, strict and effective infection control protocols 

urgently needed. Due to the unique characteristics of dental 
procedures where a large number of droplets and aerosols 
could be generated, the standard protective measures in daily 
clinical work are not effective enough to prevent the spread of 

pecially when patients are in the incubation 
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period, are unaware they are infected or choose to conceal 
their infection. 
 

 
 

Triage of Commonly Presenting Dental Problems  
 

The following diagram illustrates a simple method for 
managing care for patients by telephone triage. Note that this 
is not comprehensive but deals with the most common 
presenting symptoms.  
 

It is essential to establish the patient’s COVID-19 status and 
then record this using your health board or local health system 
protocol. 
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How to identify urgency and emergency treatment 
 

On 1st April the ADA also published an Interim Guidance for 
Management of Emergency and Urgent Dental Care. 
Dental emergencies 
 

1. Uncontrolled bleeding 
2. Cellulitis or a diffuse soft-tissue bacterial infection with 

intra-oral or extra-oral swelling that potentially 
compromises the patient’s airway 

3. Trauma involving facial bones, potentially 
compromising the patient’s airway 

4. Dental urgencies 
5. Severe dental pain from pulpal inflammation 
6. Pericoronitis or third-molar pain 
7. Surgical post-operative osteitis, dry socket dressing 

changes 
8. Abscess, or localized bacterial infection resulting in 

localized pain and swelling 
9. Tooth fracture resulting in pain or causing soft tissue 

trauma 
10. Dental trauma with avulsion/luxation 
11. Dental treatment required prior to critical medical 

procedures 
12. Final crown/bridge cementation if the temporary 

restoration is lost, broken or causing gingival irritation 
13. Biopsy of abnormal tissue 
14. Non-urgent dental treatments that can be postponed 
15. § Initial or periodic oral examinations and recall visits, 

including routine radiographs 
16. § Routine dental cleaning and preventive therapies 
17. § Extraction of asymptomatic teeth 

18. § Restorative dentistry including treatment of 
asymptomatic carious lesions 

19. § Aesthetic dental procedure 
 

Steps In Assessing Patients For Urgent Care Or 
Emergencies  
 

Triage all patients by phone first and decide whether they 
can be deferred. Where prescriptions are issued to suspected or 
COVID-positive patients, please ask the patient not to attend 
the pharmacy themselves to pick it up – they should send a 
family member or arrange delivery by the pharmacy (delivery 
may incur a cost).  
 

If the patient needs a face-to-face assessment, ask the 
following questions over the telephone first:  
 

• Do you have a confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19?  
• Have you or anyone coming in contact with you, had 

contact with someone with a confirmed diagnosis of 
COVID-19?  

• Have you travelled internationally in the last 14 days?  
• Are you aged 70 or over?  
• Do have any of the following symptoms?  
• sore throat  
• cough  
• shortness of breath  
• high temperature (>38C).  

 

Steps To Limit Transmission  
 

For suspected or COVID-positive patients, steps should be 
taken to limit how infectious particles can enter the facility.  
 

To minimize risk practitioners must 
 

• use telemedicine when possible  
• limit points of entry  
• screen patients for respiratory symptoms  
• encourage patient respiratory hygiene using 

alternatives to facemasks (e.g. tissues to cover cough)  
• isolate symptomatic patients as soon as possible. 

Place patients with suspected or confirmed COVID-
19 in private rooms with door closed and private 
bathroom (where possible)  

• protect healthcare personnel.  
• emphasize hand hygiene  
• limit the numbers of staff providing their care.  

 

 
 

Waiting areas  
 

1. All unnecessary items should be removed from the 
waiting room and surfaces kept clear and clean  

2. Separate waiting room chairs by 2 meters  
3. Request patients to wash their hands (where facilities 

allow) or ‘hand sanitise’ on arrival and departure from 
the clinic  

4. Clean surfaces and high-touch surfaces (door handles, 
chair arms, reception counter etc.) regularly with a 
neutral pH detergent.  
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5. Areas of known contamination should be cleaned and 
disinfected as described in the Dental Council’s 
Transmission Based Precautions – Cleaning section 
contained in the Infection Prevention and Control 
Practice Standard.  

 

Upon arrival and during the visit  
 

1. Limit points of entry to the facility  
2. Take steps to ensure that all persons with symptoms of 

COVID-19 or other  respiratory infection (such as fever, 
cough) adhere to respiratory hygiene and cough 
etiquette  

3. Use hand hygiene, and triage procedures throughout the 
duration of the visit  

4. Post visual alerts (e.g., signs, posters) at the entrance and 
in strategic places (e.g.,        waiting areas, elevators) to 
provide patients and health care practitioners with 
instructions (in appropriate languages) about hand 
hygiene, respiratory hygiene, and cough etiquette. 
Instructions should include how to use tissues to cover 
nose and mouth when coughing or sneezing, to dispose 
of tissues and contaminated items in waste receptacles, 
and how and when to perform hand hygiene  

5. Provide supplies for respiratory hygiene and cough 
etiquette, including alcohol-based hand rub (ABHR) 
with 60-95% alcohol, tissues, and no-touch receptacles 
for disposal, at healthcare facility entrances, waiting 
rooms, and patient check-ins.  

 

Hand hygiene  
 

Oral healthcare practitioners should perform hand hygiene 
before and after all patient contact, contact with potentially 
infectious material, and before putting on and after removing 
PPE, including gloves. Hand hygiene after removing PPE is 
particularly important to remove any pathogens that might 
have been transferred to bare hands during the removal 
process.  
 

Oral healthcare practitioners should perform hand hygiene by 
using ABHR with 60-95% alcohol or washing hands with 
soap and water for at least 20 seconds. If hands are visibly 
soiled, use soap and water before returning to ABHR.  
 

Hand hygiene supplies should be readily available to all 
personnel in every care location.  
 

Personal protective equipment  
 

• Select appropriate PPE in accordance with Dental 
Council’s Infection Prevention and Control Practice 
Standard and where necessary with Transmission Based 
Precautions  

• Oral health care practitioners must have received 
training on and demonstrate an understanding of:  

• what PPE is necessary  
• how to properly don, use, and doff PPE in a manner to 

prevent self- 
• when to use PPE  
• contamination  
• how to properly dispose of or disinfect and maintain 

PPE.  
• Any reusable PPE must be properly cleaned, 

decontaminated, and maintained after and between uses.  

• The PPE recommended when caring for a patient with 
known or suspected COVID-  19 and whose care will 
generate of aerosols includes:  

• N95 or FFP2 mask  
• long sleeve impervious gown  
• eye protection  
• gloves.  
• low risk patient, yo 

 

 
 

Cleaning and decontamination a medium risk patient who can 
be treated without generating an aerosol, no special PPE is 
required, and no N95 mask is required  
 

1. After treating suspected or COVID-positive patient and 
aerosol generating procedures have occurred, the room 
should remain closed for a stand-down period of 20 
minutes prior to cleaning.  

2. Appropriate PPE should be worn for cleaning down the 
room.  

3. Wipe down hard surfaces with detergent and water, 
then hospital grade disinfectant (or bleach) with 
activity against respiratory virus, including COVID-19.  

4. Remove any linen that has been used into linen bags 
for hot washing.  

5. Remove and discard PPE as clinical waste (taken off in 
the following order: gloves, hand hygiene, protective 
eyewear (if separate from mask), gown, hand hygiene, 
mask, hand hygiene). Perform hand hygiene thoroughly 
to elbows. 2 
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Management of Acute Dental Problems During COVID-19 
Pandemic3 
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